It is proved that A(@', 0, k) = A(8' .B, k) is a necessary and sufficient condition for a scattering amplitude A(@, 8, k) to correspond to a spherically symmetric potential q(r) = q(jzI).
that is q is spherically symmetric, then it is well known that
Ace', e, k) = _4(e' . 8; k)
where 8' .O is the inner product of two vectors.
The basic results of this paper are: i) (3) is not only a necessary but also a sufficient condition for a scattering amplitude A(e', 8, k) to correspond to a spherically symmetric potential;
ii) a similar result for scattering by an obstacle. To formulate this second result let
and let (2) hold. Here D is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary P, C = const: ImC 2 0, N is the unit outer normal to l?. The results i) and ii) can now be formulated. In section II proofs are given. Related results for scattering by a reflecting body are in [I], [2] , and fixed k uniqueness and reconstruction results are in [3] , [4] . From Theorem 2 the result of [2] and Theorems 1, 2 of [l] follow for C = 0 and C = co.
II. PROOFS
Proof of Theorem The scattering amplitude is
-4wA(B', 8, k) = J exp(-ike' . E)U(T, 8, k)q(r)dx. B.
(4)
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Take 8,6' E S2 and k -+ 00 such that
where p E R3 is an arbitrary given vector. One has
If (3) holds then (4) can be written as
Let k + +m in (8) while (6) holds. Then
The limit on the left side of (9) exists since the limit on the right side of (8) 
s). (10) r
The set {u(s,e)} V0 E S2, where S2 is the unit sphere in R3, is complete in L2(I') (see Lemma 1 below). Integrate 
